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Described as “the world’s finest assemblage of Asian export art”,
the department of Asian export art at the Peabody Essex

Museum, was established as a separate department
in 1984. The reference is to the over 25,000

examples of porcelain, furniture, paintings,
lacquer, ivory, textiles and other media

that now make up the collections.
Each of the three separate institu-

tions that had its own collection
of Chinese and Japanese

trade porcelains are now a
single repository of
Chinese porcelains rich
with New England

histories.
In Salem, Elias

Hasket Derby’s first
ship to enter into
the China trade
(and America’s
third), the Grand

Figure 1.
Plate, c. 1832,
China, porcelain,
Gift of Miss Mary
Pickering Nichols,
E62,500.
Depicts the ship
Friendship of Salem,
built in 1815, captured

in 1831 on the west
coast of Sumatra.
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Turk, left port in December of
1785, arrived in Canton
September 1786, and
returned in May 1787. The
porcelains he had shipped
were among the earliest
special-order porcelains for
the American market.
Included in the shipment was
a pistol-handled coffeepot
with Derby’s monogram and
crest, and parts of three tea sets with monograms for
Salemites, all of which returned on the Grand Turk
and are now in the museum collection. Trade was
always an integral part of Salem’s importance and
can often be seen reflected in the histories of these
porcelains. A plate (Fig. 1) commemorating the
recapture of a Salem ship, the Friendship, from the
natives of Buanna Batto in 1824, was given by a
niece of the ship’s captain.

Armorial porcelains for the American market are
extensively represented in the collection by families
such as Morgan, Vaughan, Sargent, Alexander,
Clinton, and Van Schaick to name only a few.
Monogrammed wares for the Perkins, Magee,
Amory, Perkins, Hemphill, Pingree, Derby, Grant, and
other families abound. Examples of general-market
export wares destined for America include those
known to have belonged to Paul Revere, John
Hancock, George Washington, and less famous
individuals like Abigail Goodwin, Philip English,

Edward Cox , and include a pair of ewers made for
the Mordecai Lewis family of Philadelphia after Leeds
creamware prototypes (Fig. 2). Cincinnati and eagle
decorated porcelains – important patriotic motifs that
were later revisited during the Centennial – are also
heavily represented in the collections. The histories of
many of these ceramics are supported by family
papers, ships’ manifests and other primary
documents in the museum’s Phillips Library archives.

Unfired clay figures – all donated between 1802
and 1819 – are a small but significant segment of the
collection. These include a large pair of seated
figures and a pair of figures of tea packers, all given
by Capt. Richard Wheatland in 1803. A Chinese
nodding head clay figure that was first given to Rev.
William Bentley in 1790, was described in his diary:

Figure 2. Pair of Ewers, 1800-1810, China, porcelain,
Museum purchase, E82092.1-.2
Made for the Mordecai Lewis family of Philadelphia
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“Capt. Hodges presented to me an Image of a
Mandarin exceeding two feet in height, richly
ornamented in the habit of his order….” Two figures
nearly identical to this example, can be seen in
Zoffany’s 1764 portrait of Queen Charlotte.

In the late 18th and early 19th century, Salem
ships became so common in Eastern ports that
some Asian traders thought of Salem as a sovereign
nation and Sumatra came to be called the “Salem
East Indies.” Because of this trade, Salem became a
sophisticated center of world trade and by 1790 the
Nation’s richest city per capita. With 8,000 inhabi-
tants it was the nation’s sixth largest city. The East
Indies trade put Salem on the world map and gave
the town its style and character, to the point where
the city’s motto, “To the Farthest Port of the Rich
East,” was adopted in 1839.

The original founders of the museum were the first
to donate Chinese and Japanese porcelains, and
trustees of the institution have continued to deposit

their family “china” to this day: the
punch bowl given by Pinqua to the
captain of the Grand Turk was
donated in 1800 or 1801. A local
collector in the mid-19th century,
George Curwen, as one of the first
local historians, amassed a signifi-
cant grouping of porcelains owned
by local families and donated them
to the original Essex Institute

branch of the current museum.
Salem’s well-known historical connections with

the China, Japan and India trades, and the significant
examples of ceramics now in the collection from
these trades are some of the reasons why the
museum is often mistakenly assumed to specialize in
this specific category. However, the truth is that the
majority of the collections are not American market
but, in fact, cover the period from the 15th century to
contemporary times, and contain objects produced
for most of the active world markets during this
period – with a current leaning, it must be admitted,
toward 18th century European markets.

Dehua Ware 
The town of Dehua in Fukien province produced
glazed but undecorated wares for export by the late
Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). The porcelain was highly
translucent, ranged from ivory or cream to chalk-
white and was covered by a thick, rich, smooth

Figure 3. Pair of Figures, c. 1690,
China, porcelain, Gift of the Chinese
Porcelain Company, AE85464-5.
Long described as Adam and Eve,
these figures might also represented
“natives” commonly depicted in sailors’
travel accounts.
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glaze. Eighteenth century records generally refer to
this ware as “white images.” Blanc-de-chine and
“Dehua wares” are relatively new terms used to
identify the wares of Dehua.

The museum’s collection of primarily late 16th and
17th century Dehua includes: a ewer in the form of a
cockerel with English silver-gilt mounts; a pair of
figures generally identified as Adam and Eve but
possibly representing ‘natives’ and derived from illus-
trations in early books on travel (Fig. 3); a figure of a
seated Dutchman with a monkey reaching for a
banana; a ‘Dutch Family’; and a pair of candelabra
composed of Dehua whistles, figures and tea bowls
along with European ceramics, all mounted in
ormolu. 

Yixing Ware
In Kiangsu province, the production of a very fine,
generally unglazed stoneware in a variety of earth
colors was favored by literati because it was said to
retain the taste, color and aroma of tea better than
porcelain. Pear-shaped, globular, and faceted
teapots were common exports to Thailand, Japan
and Europe during the 17th and 18th centuries and
would inspire imitations during this period in Holland,
England and Germany. Yixing ware in the museum’s
collection includes: a c. 1710 kendi, a form copied
by Johann Friedrich Böttger at the Meissen factory; a
late 17th century teapot with Dutch silver mounts;
and a large c. 1750 teapot formerly in the collection

Figure 4. Bowl, 15th century, China, porcelain, Museum
purchase, AE85676
Decorated with the arms of Portugal and the armillary
sphere used by Manuel I as a personal coat of arms.

of Nina Fletcher Little, decorated with applied grape
clusters and leaves. A late-Ming or early-Qing period
teapot with sprigged decoration and European
mounts, recently given by Harriet Carlton Goldweitz,
is of the type used as a model by potters such as Ary
de Milde and Böttger when they made their imita-
tions of this popular ware.

Jingdezhen Ware
The majority of export porcelains from China were
made at the ‘porcelain capital of the world’,
Jingdezhen. The earliest specially ordered designs
were undoubtedly for the Portuguese market, the
first Western country to discover a direct sea route to
the ports of China, and were executed in the only
available palette at the time: underglaze blue. A 15th
century bowl (Fig. 4) with the arms of Portugal and
the armillary sphere used by Manuel I as a personal
coat of arms is an example. A document of the time
from a merchant who explains his dissatisfaction with
the results of his order may explain why so many of
these ultimately found their way into Asian collections
from which they have been recently acquired. An
early 16th century charger with the ‘IHS’ emblem
may also have been ordered through the
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Figure 5. Charger, 16th century, China, porcelain, Museum
purchase, and gift in memory of Joseph D. Hinkle, AE85571
A perhaps unique charger, decorated with the device of the
Augustinian order, a double-headed eagle surmounted by the
crown, above a heart pierced by arrows. 

Portuguese, either for the Jesuits or possibly a
Christian market predating the establishment of the
order. A charger, 1575-1605, with a Latin inscription
‘Sapienti nihil novum’ – that may be translated as
“nothing is new to the wise” – is an example of a very
rare kraakware design. A smaller dish with the same
coat-of arms is in the Santos Palace Collection,
Lisbon, indicating that it may have been ordered for
the Portuguese. 

Many individuals and organizations ordered

services or show pieces in underglaze blue until
polychrome enamels were introduced in the early
18th century. But the four hundred years of blue and
white production resulted in a vast array of forms and
designs before a change came with the new
technology. A charger (Fig. 5) made in the 16th
century is decorated with the device of the
Augustinian order: a double-headed eagle
surmounted by a crown (the Hapsburg eagle), above
a heart pierced by arrows. Long thought to have
been made for a missionary in Macao, that theory
has lately come under closer scrutiny. The museum
also owns a jar with this same motif, of which there
are three or four other recorded examples. It has
been recently suggested that these were made for
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the Spanish market in
Manila. In fact, neither the
charger nor any of the existing
jars with this motif have histories of
having been in either Macao or Manila. It is possible
that they may have been made for the Spanish
market in New Spain (Mexico), even possibly for the
Augustinian church in Mexico City, a church that was
criticized by other religious orders in the 17th century
for its too lavish appointments. The museum’s
collection of early blue and white grows in signifi-
cance each year as important examples, especially of
the 16th and 17th centuries, are added to the collec-
tion. Examples of this period include: a ewer in the
shape of a crayfish and another in the shape of a
tiger; a large jar depicting Neptune astride a shell
drawn by horses; Kraakware porcelains; and transi-
tional wares.

Underglaze blue was always one of the most
popular palettes, even after the introduction of
polychrome enamels, in part because the one-firing
process resulted in lower prices than the multiple
firings required by enamels. Many examples record
specific scenes, arms or designs derived from
European sources, but a tureen and stand (Fig. 6)
illustrating the processes of making porcelain in

J i ngdezhen
has no known

Western or Chinese
source. Also in the

collections is another tureen and
stand (and additional plates) of the same period that
depict the city of Canton where all trade with
foreigners was conducted.

Porcelains were either utilitarian or decorative, and
some of the former were sold for the latter purpose.

Figure 6. Tureen, c. 1770, China, porcelain,
Museum purchase, E83,417
The decoration depicts the process of ceramic
production at Jingdezhen. 

Figure 7. Cistern, c. 1760, China, porcelain, Museum
purchase, AE85316
Decorated in underglaze blue with intricate gilded detailing,
this cistern is surmounted by a biscuit knop in the form of a
mythical kylin.
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From the purely useful wares, tea, coffee and dinner

services most likely outnumbered every other form

produced. Of necessity, cisterns (Fig. 7) were an

important part of the dining habits of 17th and 18th

century Europeans. Set on a sideboard or hung on a

wall, they were used during the meals to wash one’s

hand when cutlery was not yet as fashionable as it is

today.

Figure 8. Cistern, c. 1730, China, porcelain, Museum
Purchase, E82,516ab
Designed by Cornelis Pronk, Dutch drawing master, the
pattern is commonly called the “hand washing pattern”.

Overglaze polychrome enamels were introduced
around 1720. The presence of any shade of opaque
red derived from suspended gold identifies what we
call the rose palette, or what was referred to as
famille rose by Albert Jacquemart in the first attempt
to classify porcelain in the 19th century. Overglaze
enamels quickly became the most popular
decorating technique and was called by the Chinese,
yangcai (foreign colors) or fencai (soft colors). Also
developed at the same time, was a white enamel,
commonly referred to by the Italian term bianco-
sopra-bianco, which we designate as “white on
white”. At about the same time ‘ink color’ (a direct
translation of the Chinese zhucai) was developed. It
was often called, erroneously, Jesuit ware, encre de
chine or grisaille ware. These related techniques
were used to great effect on special order wares –
especially armorials – from that time forward. 

Cornelis Pronk (1691-1759) a painter, designer

Figure 9. Plate, c. 1730, China, porcelain, Gift, The Munson
Campbell Collection, E83,683
Made for Lee of Coton, this famous service depicts, repeated
once in each quarter, a view of Canton before the develop-
ment of the foreign factory site and a view of the Thames.
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and drawing master, was commis-
sioned in 1734 by the Dutch East
India Company (VOC) to create
designs to be ordered from China.
His unusual color sensibility was
especially suited to the wide range
of colors available to decorators in
the late Yongzheng period. He
worked, according to his contract,
for only three years and was one
of two artists known to have
produced designs specifically for
export porcelain. A cistern
designed by Pronk (Fig. 8), made
for a sideboard, is decorated with
an appropriate motif often called
the ‘hand washing pattern’. The
museum possesses a significant
collection of other Pronk
decorated wares, including: a
basin with the ‘doctors’ pattern on
the interior; another small cistern in
underglaze blue with the ‘archer’
pattern; a tureen and stand with
the ‘parasol’ pattern, among
others.

Personalized services for churches, organizations,
royalty, merchants and those with pretensions, were
ordered throughout the period of trade. Armorials
continue to fascinate collectors because of the care
with which the orders were filled for wealthy clients
and for the historical connections and stories that
can be told through them. The museum was given a
collection of over 100 armorials from the estate of
Munson Campbell of Minneapolis in 1992. Added to
an already significant grouping, the museum now
boasts a true survey of the periods and styles of this
field of decoration. One of the most popular armorials

Figure 10. Wrestling Boys, c. 1690, Japan, porcelain,
Museum purchase, E82,460
One of a very small number of surviving examples, similar to
one listed in the 1682 inventory of Burghley House.

is the service made for Lee of Coton, displaying the
arms of Lee quartering Astley (Fig. 9) with its ink color
views of London across from London Bridge and of
Canton, each repeated twice in the four quadrants
on the rim. Other important examples from the
Munson Campbell collection are the large plates
made for Admiral Matthew of Thornborough and
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Figure 11. Ewer, c. 1690, Japan, porcelain, Museum
purchase, AE85435
Decorated in the Kakiemon style, the form is of a boy astride
a double-gourd shaped sack.
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George Bying, Viscount Torrington, each with
identical yellow ‘jewelled’ borders, two of the very
few British armorial service with such borders.

Japanese Export Art
Japanese export porcelains were also among the
first Asian ceramics donated to the Peabody Essex;
an ink set was donated by Capt. Devereux who
sailed into Nagasaki harbor in a Salem ship – under a
Dutch flag – in 1799. The museum also houses a
suite of furniture (tables, knife boxes, letter boxes,
and a desk) brought back on that ship. But the
Japanese collection, as with the Chinese porcelains,

reflects, on the whole, a much broader
interest in the history of ceramic production,
covering wares both decorative and useful
produced from the 17th to the 20th
centuries. The earliest period of produc-
tion for the West was the late 17th
century, when the kilns at Jingdezhen
could not meet the demand for export
wares. A significant group of sculptural
wares from this period are represented in
the Peabody Essex Museum’s collec-
tion. One of a very small number of
surviving examples, the ‘Wrestling
Boys’ (Fig. 10) is a sculptural group
similar to one inventoried at Burghley
House in 1682. A ewer in the form of
a boy astride a sack in the form of a
double gourd (Fig. 11) was
probably more decorative than its

utilitarian form would imply. Other
forms include one of four elephant

models known, and one of only three
documented horses or mules. A slightly

more common form is that known as a
‘Hampton Court Vase’ after similar examples

inventoried in the estate of Queen Mary at
Hampton Court. A pair of these vases (Fig. 12) is

superbly modeled and decorated in the Kakiemon

Figures 12. Pair of Jars, c. 1690, Japan, porcelain, Museum
purchase, AE85753
Commonly called “Hampton Court vases” after the examples
listed in Queen Mary’s inventory at Hampton Court.
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style, and are like the one that obviously served as a
model for a soft-paste porcelain example made in
the early 18th century at the Chelsea factory in
England, and exhibited beside the originals. 

The Role of Donors
The department of Asian export art was formed in
1984 after the merger of the China Trade Museum
(founded in 1964) with the Peabody Museum
(founded in 1799). A subsequent merger with the
Essex Institute (founded in 1821) added to the vast
collection of Asian export ceramics that now exists.
Since its founding in 1799 donors have made the
collection what is today, and they continue to
contribute to make it what it will be tomorrow. From
the first twenty-two members of the museum to
today’s benefactors, the collections have grown

through their generosity. After more than 200 years
of acquisitions, there are of course too many donors
to mention individually. But a few should be singled
out as examples representing the whole. From the
China Trade Museum, Harry T. Peters’s large collec-
tion of Chinese export porcelain of all periods, forms
and designs was given from 1973 until the final
bequest in 1983. Louise du Pont Crowninshield
supported the growth of both the Essex Institute and
the Peabody Museum in a great many ways,
including donating a collection of ship decorated
Chinese porcelains. George Curwen was the
greatest of donors of ceramics with local histories to
the Essex Institute. He began collecting in the 1830s,
made his first donation in 1848 and left the
remainder of his collection to the museum in 1899.
Now the combined museums – the Peabody Essex

Figure 13. Figural Group, 
1662-1722, China, porcelain, Gift, 
The Copeland Collection,
E83473,.1-.2
At first glance the group appears
innocent enough, but close
inspection and understanding of
Chinese culture reveals layers of
erotic interpretation.
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Museum – draw the admiration and attention of
collectors of the early 21st century. 

Elizabeth McCall Cain donated over 300 teapots
from her collection during her life, and an additional
56 – her favorites – were deeded to the museum as
a bequest. This large collection covers every
conceivable period, shape and decoration for this
form. Three examples are decorated with designs by
Pronk, while others can be divided by subject matter
as diverse as organizational, religious, mythological,
armorial, scenic, floral, political, overdecorated, and
erotic; or by form, either Chinese or Western,
ceramic or metal. 

The gifts from and bequest of Mrs. Lammot du
Pont Copeland were installed in permanent galleries
bearing her name in September of 2001. The collec-
tion was published in 1991, with 134 entries, but a
significant number of additional pieces were added
subsequently, including a long-neck goose tureen

and underdish, c. 1770, bearing the arms of the
Asteguieta family, of Spain. Among the treasures
included in the collection is a wine pot, 1662-1722,
in the shape of a monkey, a similar example being
noted in the Gaignat sale of 1769 and illustrated by
Gabriel de Saint-Aubin. The collector’s specialty was
the figure, whether human (Chinese or Western) or
animal (fish, fowl, or mammal). One criteria for her, as
she indicated in an article she wrote in 1966, was
that the piece be “beguiling and amusing”. Two
examples of a pair of flute players (Fig. 13) ably fulfills
that requirement.

Recognition must be made of those who donate
funds for acquisition as well, generally anonymously.
A support group for the department of Asian export
art, called the Visiting Committee, annually donates
funds for acquisition, and for additional support of
acquisitions from other sources. One of the many
examples acquired through funds donated anony-
mously, is the extraordinary plate commonly called
‘The Scotsman Plate’ (Fig. 10), acquired at the sale
of the Mottahedeh collection in New York in 2000. 

The Asian export art department is only one of ten
curatorial divisions in this museum of art, architecture
and culture that consists of approximately four million
artifacts and twenty-two historic properties as well as
an important library. Over five hundred China trade
porcelains are displayed in three main galleries on the
first floor of the Asian export art wing, designed in
1988 by Kallman, McKinnel and Wood, of Boston.
Japanese export porcelains are currently displayed in
a gallery that will move and be quadrupled in size
when the expansion is complete. Additional ceramics
are displayed in storage, in cases visible to visitors by
special appointment. The museum’s Web site
(www.pem.org) has additional information on the
collections and a catalog of the Copeland Collection
published in 1990 is available through the museum
shop and at www.pem.org/publication. 

The museum looks forward to the completion of
its new 106,000 square foot addition – designed by
Moshe Safdie and scheduled to open in June of
2003 – and to an active future of exhibitions, publica-
tions, scholarship, and programs in the field of Asian
export art. The collections continue to grow through
the support of individual collectors who, as did those
who shaped its past, will continue to help develop
the future for the ‘largest, most comprehensive
collection of Asian export art’.

All photographs courtesy of the Peabody Essex Museum.

Figure 14. Plate, c. 1745, China, porcelain, Museum
purchase, AE85761
The design is taken from a set of prints by John Bowles after
drawings by George Bickman depicting participants in the
mutiny of the 42nd Foot Regiment.
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